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We study properties of C*-algebraic deformations of homogeneous spaces G/C
which are equivariant in the sense that they preserve the natural action of G by left
translation. The center is shown to be isomorphic to C(G/G0r) for a certain
subgroup G0r of G, and there is a 1–1 correspondence between normalised traces
and probability measures on G/G0r. This makes it possible to represent the
deformed algebra as operators over L2(G/C). Applications to K-theory are also
mentioned. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
The noncommutative Heisenberg manifolds constructed by Rieffel in
[R2] have turned out to provide interesting examples of Cg-algebras which
are similar, but not isomorphic to irrational rotation algebras as shown by
Abadie in [A2]. It was shown in [LR2] that these algebras are special
cases of a more general construction giving deformations of C(G/C) for a
compact homogeneous space G/C. The Cg-algebras obtained were denoted
Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) and their ideal structure was determined in [LR2]; in this
follow-up we shall describe the algebras more closely: (1) The center
ZCgr (Gˆ/C, r) is isomorphic to C(G/G
0
r) for a certain subgroup G
0
r of G,
and (2) there is a conditional expectation E0: Cgr (Gˆ/C, r)W C(G/G
0
r) and
therefore a 1–1 correspondence between normalised traces on Cgr (Gˆ/C, r)
and probability measures on G/G0r. This is used to show that C
g
r (Gˆ/C, r)
also can be represented over L2(G/C) just as in the nondeformed case.
The results here generalise some of those in [A1–A3] and should provide
useful tools for extending other results such as the determination of the
(ordered) K-theory and the noncommutative metrics of these algebras.
1. PRELIMINARIES
The deformations of C(G/C) constructed in [LR2] are based on the
following standard assumptions:
(S1) There is a compact abelian subgroup K of G and a homo-
morphism r: KˆW G such that each r(s) commutes with K,
(S2) C is a closed subgroup of G and each x ¥ C commutes with K
and satisfies
Bx(s) :=xr(s) x−1r(−s) ¥K for all s ¥ Kˆ and
OBx(s), tP=OBx(t), sP for all s, t ¥ Kˆ,
(S3) G/C is compact and C 5K={e}.
In [LR2, 4.8–4.11] it is then explained how one obtains a closed
subgroup Kr of K by K
+
r={t ¥ Kˆ | r(2t) ¥KC} and a homomorphism
h: KˆWK/Kr. The subgroup Gr of G is then defined as the closure of
{r(−2p) h(p) KrC | p ¥ Kˆ}
and it is shown that KrC is a closed normal subgroup of Gr with Gr/KrC
a compact abelian group.
We define the partial Fourier transform byfˆ(x, s) :=>K Ok, sP f(xk) dk
for f ¥ C(G) as in [LR2] and
Cb, 1(G) :=3f ¥ Cb(G) : ||f||., 1 :=C
s
sup
x
|fˆ(x, s)| <.4 .
The space of functions we shall work with is C1(G/C) :=C(G/C) 5
Cb, 1(G). With the operations given by fg(x)=f(x) and
f f g(x)=C
s, t
fˆ(xr(t), s) gˆ(xr(−s), t)(1.1)
we have a Banach g-algebra denoted C1(G/C, r). Its regular representation
m over L2(G) is described in [LR2, Sect. 1], and Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) is the
Cg-closure of m(C1(G/C, r)). Note that this definition is closely related to
the Fell bundle approach in [AE1].
We refer to [LR2] for more details and other concepts not explained
here; in fact, this article is unreadable without [LR1–LR2].
2. THE CENTER OF Cgr (Gˆ/C, r)
It was shown in [LR2, Theorem 4.15] that C1(G/Gr, r) with the
product (1.1) is a dense subalgebra of the center ZCgr (Gˆ/C, r). However,
this product will not be the pointwise product for functions in C1(G/Gr, r).
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We shall see that the center actually is isomorphic to C(G/G0r) where G
0
r is
another subgroup of G. We thank the referee for discovering an error in
our description; this means that Remark 4.16 in [LR2] is incorrect.
We shall also need some other subgroups of G, and a guiding example in
this section is to take the Heisenberg manifolds as described in [LR2,
Sect. 3] with m and n rational. All concepts in [LR2, Sect. 4] are used
without further explanation. For the first new subgroup note that
{r(−2p) h(p) KrC | p ¥ Kˆ} ‡ {r(−2p) h(p) KrC | p ¥K+r }
={h˜(−p) h(p) KrC | p ¥K+r }.
The following should then be obvious:
Lemma 2.1. TakeK0={h˜(−t) h(t) Kr | t ¥K+r }. ThenKrC …K0C … Gr
and
K+0 ={s ¥K+r | Oh(s), tP=Oh(t), sP for all t ¥K+r }.
Furthermore, all f ¥ C1(G/Gr) satisfies fˆ(x, s)=0 for s ¨K+0 .
In particular this means that we have Oh(s), tP=Oh(t), sP for all
s, t ¥K+0 , so there is a function c: K+0 W T such that
Oh(s), tP=
c(s) c(t)
c(s+t)
for all s, t ¥K+0 .(2.1)
Lemma 2.2. There is a function b: KˆW T such that
b(s) c(t)
b(s+t)
=Oh(s), tP for all s ¥ Kˆ, t ¥K+0 .(2.2)
Proof. Pick one si from each equivalence class in Kˆ/K
+
0 and define b
by
b(si+t)=c(t)Oh(si), −tP for t ¥K+0 .
It is then straightforward to check that (2.2) holds.
Lemma 2.3. For f ¥ C1(G/Gr) define
F(f)(x)= C
s ¥K+0
fˆ(xr(s), s) c(s).
Then F is a 1–1 g-homomorphism from C1(G/Gr, r) with the product (1.1)
into C(G) equipped with the usual pointwise operations.
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Proof. For f, g ¥ C1(G/Gr) we have by (1.1) and the definition of Gr
that
F(f f g)(x)= C
s ¥K+0
(f f g)^ (xr(s), s) c(s)
= C
s, t ¥K+0
fˆ(xr(2s−t), t) gˆ(xr(s− t), s− t) c(s)
=C fˆ(xr(2s+t), t) gˆ(xr(s), s) c(s+t)
=C fˆ(xr(t) h(s), t) gˆ(xr(s), s) c(s+t)
=C fˆ(xr(t), t) gˆ(xr(s), s)Oh(s), tP c(s+t)
=C fˆ(xr(t), t) gˆ(xr(s), s) c(s) c(t)
=F(f)(x) F(g)(x).
The g-operation is complex conjugation in both algebras, so
F(fg)(x)= C
s ¥K+0
fˆ(xr(s), −s) c(s)=C fˆ(xr(−s), s) c(−s)
=C fˆ(xr(s) h(−s), s) c(−s)=C fˆ(xr(s), s)Oh(−s), sP c(−s)
=C fˆ(xr(s), s) c(s)=F(f)(x). L
In order to define the subgroup G0r we need the following construction:
Lemma 2.4. There is a continuous homomorphism B: Gr WK/Kr
satisfying B(x)2=e and
OB(x), sP=Oxr(s) x−1r(−s), sP=±1 for s ¥K+r .(2.3)
Proof. If x ¥K or x=r(t) then xr(s) x−1r(−s)=e, so we have
B(x)=e. It follows from (S1)–(S3) that for x, y ¥ C and s, t ¥ Kˆ that
Bx(s+t)=Bx(s) Bx(t)(2.4)
Bxy(s)=Bx(s) By(s).(2.5)
For x ¥ C and s ¥K+r we proved in [LR2, Lemma 4.11] that Bx(2s)=e.
So if we look at the function sW OBx(s), sP we have for s, t ¥K+r that
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OBx(s+t), s+tP=OBx(s), sPOBx(s), tPOBx(t), sPOBx(t), tP
=OBx(s), sPOBx(2s), tPOBx(t), tP
=OBx(s), sPOBx(t), tP.
So there is an element B(x) ¥K/Kr such that
OB(x), sP=OBx(s), sP=Oxr(s) x−1r(−s), sP for s ¥K+r .
This holds for all x ¥ Gr, and for a fixed s ¥K+r this expression is con-
tinuous in x. So (2.3)–(2.5) together with Bx(2s)=e imply that B is a
continuous homomorphism with OB(x), sP=±1 and therefore B(x)2=e
in K/Kr. L
Note the map B can be defined the same way on the group G1 defined in
[LR2, Lemma 4.7], but this is not needed here.
Lemma 2.5. Define
G0r :={yB(y
−1) Kr | y ¥ Gr}={r(−2p) h(p) zB(z−1) Kr | p ¥ Kˆ, z ¥ C}−.
Then the homomorphism F in Lemma 2.3 has dense image in C(G/G0r).
Proof. If f ¥ C1(G/Gr), then fˆ(xy, s)=fˆ(x, s) for y ¥ Gr. So from the
definition of F we have
F(f)(xy)= C
s ¥K+0
fˆ(xyr(s), s) c(s)=C fˆ(xr(s) y, s)OBy(s), sP c(s)
=C fˆ(xr(s), s)OB(y), sP c(s)=C fˆ(xB(y) r(s), s) c(s)
=F(f)(xB(y)).
Thus F(f)(xyB(y)−1)=F(f)(x). F is a bijection between C1(G/Gr) and
C1(G/G
0
r), so the image is dense. L
We want to show that F extends to an isomorphism between
ZCgr (Gˆ/C, r) and C(G/G
0
r), and since C
g
r (Gˆ/C, r) is defined by using the
regular representation m this will follow from:
Proposition 2.6. For f ¥ C1(G/Gr) the unitary operator
U=C
s ¥ Kˆ
b(s) Lr(s)Ps satisfies Um(f) Ug=M(F(f)).
Proof. From Propositions 1.3 and (1.11) in [LR2] and Lemma 2.2
above we have
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Um(f) Ug= C
s, t ¥ Kˆ
b(t) Lr(t)Ptm(f) b(s) Lr(−s)Ps
=C b(t) Lr(s+t)PtM(f) b(s) Lr(−s−t)Ps
=C b(t) Lr(s+t)M(fˆ( · , t−s)) b(s) Lr(−s−t)Ps
=C b(t+s) b(s) Lr(2s+t)M(fˆ( · , t)) Lr(−2s−t)Ps
= C
s ¥ Kˆ, t ¥K+0
b(t+s) b(s) M(fˆ( ·r(2s+t), t)) Ps
=C b(t+s) b(s)Oh(s), tPM(fˆ( ·r(t), t)) Ps
=C c(t) M(fˆ( ·r(t), t)) Ps=M(F(f)). L
Note that every x ¥ Gr satisfies (S2), so by [LR2, Theorem 4.3]
bx defined by bx(f)(y)=f(yx) extends to a g-automorphism of
Cgr (Gˆ/C, r). If we also look at part (1) and (2) of the proof of [LR2,
Theorem 4.15], we see that it can be rephrased as
ZCgr (Gˆ/C, r)={a ¥ Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) | bx(a)=a for all x ¥ Gr}.(2.6)
Theorem 2.7. The map F extends to a Cg-isomorphism between
ZCgr (Gˆ/C, r) and C(G/G
0
r) with the pointwise product.
Proof. This now follows; just note that in part (2) of the proof of
[LR2, Theorem 4.15] it was shown that m(C1(G/Gr)) is dense in the center
of Cgr (Gˆ/C, r).
Remarks 2.8. The map yW yB(y)−1 is an isomorphism between the
groups Gr/Kr and G
0
r/Kr. However, this will not imply that the groups Gr
and G0r themselves are isomorphic or that G/Gr is homeomorphic to
G/G0r. Also note that G=Gr Z G=G
0
r which again by [LR2, Theorem
4.15] is equivalent to Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) being simple. We shall see in Section 5
that B can be nontrivial and Gr ] G0r.
3. THE CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION ONTO THE CENTER
AND TRACES ON Cgr (Gˆ/C, r)
We have now proved that ZCgr (Gˆ/C, r) is generated by
{m(f) | f ¥ C1(G/Gr)} and is via the map F isomorphic to C(G/G0r).
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From (2.6) we get the natural conditional expectation E of Cgr (Gˆ/C, r)
onto its center by
E(a)=F
Gr/C
bx(a) dx.
Note that Gr/C is not necessarily a group, but as noted in the preliminaries
KrC is a closed normal subgroup of Gr with Gr/KrC a compact abelian
group. (The same is true if we replace Gr with G
0
r.) This means that the
map E is given by
E(a)=F
Gr/C
bx(a) dx=F
Gr/KrC
F
Kr
byk(a) dk dy.(3.1)
Lemma 3.1. E0(a)=F(E(a)) defines a conditional expectation from
Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) onto C(G/G
0
r). For f ¥ C1(G/C, r) we have
E0(m(f))(x)= C
s ¥K+0
c(s) F
G0r /KrC
fˆ(xzr(s), s) dz.(3.2)
Proof. With E˜(f)(x)=>Gr/C f(xz) dz=>Gr/KrC >Kr f(xyk) dk dy we
have E(m(f))=m(E˜(f)), so
E0(m(f))(x)=F(E˜(f))(x)
= C
s ¥K+0
c(s) E˜(f)^ (xr(s), s)
=C c(s) F
Gr/C
fˆ(xr(s) z, s) dz.
Since s ¥K+0 …K+r we have
E0(m(f))(x)=C c(s) F
Gr/KrC
fˆ(xr(s) y, s) dy
=C c(s) F fˆ(xyr(s) By −1(s), s) dy
=C c(s) F fˆ(xyr(s), s)OBy −1(s), sP dy.
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From Lemma 2.4 we have OBy −1(s), sP=OB(y−1), sP, so
E0(m(f))(x)=C c(s) F
Gr/KrC
fˆ(xyB(y−1) r(s), s) dy
=C c(s) F
G0r /KrC
fˆ(xzr(s), s) dz.
Lemma 3.2. For f, g ¥ C1(G/C, r) we have E0(m(f f g))=E0(m(g f f)).
Proof. There are no problems in interchanging integrals and sums here,
so for s ¥K+0
F
G0r /KrC
(f f g)^ (xzr(s), s) dz=F C
t ¥ Kˆ
fˆ(xzr(2s−t), t) gˆ(xzr(s− t), s− t) dz
=C F fˆ(xzr(s+t), s− t) gˆ(xzr(t), t) dz.
Here we used the substitution tW s− t; we continue with the substitution
zKr W zr(−2t) h(t) Kr to get
F (f f g)^ (xzr(s), s) dz
=C F fˆ(xzr(s− t), s− t) gˆ(xzr(−t), t)Oh(t), s− t+tP dz.
From (4.9) in [LR2] we have that h˜(s) C=r(2s) C for s ¥K+r , which
together with Oh(t), sP=Oh˜(s), tP gives
F (f f g)^ (xzr(s), s) dz=C F fˆ(xzr(s− t), s− t) gˆ(xzr(2s−t), t) dz
=F (g f f)^ (xzr(s), s) dz.
This holds for all s ¥K+0 , so from (3.2) we have E0(m(f f g))=
E0(m(g f f)). L
We can now prove the following generalisation of [A3, Corollary 3.11]:
Theorem 3.3. The conditional expectation from Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) onto
C(G/G0r) given by E
0=F p E satisfies ax p E0=E0 p ax and E0(ab)=
E0(ba). There is a 1–1 correspondence between normalised traces y on
Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) and probability measures n on G/G
0
r given by y=n p E0. y is
faithful if and only if n is.
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Proof. The a-invariance is obvious. Since m(C1(G/C, r)) is dense in
Cgr (Gˆ/C, r), the first part follows from Lemma 3.2. Hence y=n p E0 is a
normalised trace for all probability measures n on G/G0r. Since E
0 is faith-
ful, it is immediate that y is faithful if and only if n is.
Conversely, if y is a normalised trace on Cgr (Gˆ/C, r), it follows from
[LR2, Lemma 4.12] that y p bk=y for k ¥Kr. So y(a)=y(b) where b=
>Kr bk(a) dk. From [LR2, Lemma 4.14] it follows that y p by(b)=y(b) for
y ¥ Gr, so
y(a)=F
Gr/KrC
F
Kr
y p byk(a) dk dy=y(E(a)).
Let n be the measure on G/G0r given by n(f)=y(F
−1(f)) for f ¥
C(G/G0r); then y(a)=y(E(a))=n(F p E(a))=n(E0(a)). L
From [LR2, Theorem 4.15] we now have
Corollary 3.4. If G=Gr (which is equivalent to G=G
0
r), there is a
unique trace on the simple Cg-algebra Cgr (Gˆ/C, r).
4. QUASI-INVARIANT MEASURES ON G/C AND
REPRESENTATIONS OVER L2(G/C)
In this section we shall look at traces on Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) obtained from a
G-quasi-invariant measure n on G/G0r. We shall see that the corresponding
GNS representation can be realised over L2(G/C, n).
If n is a G-quasi-invariant measure on G/G0r, there is a function
h ¥ C(G×G/G0r) such that n(ax(f))=n(h(x, · ) f) for f ¥ C(G/G0r); in
fact h(x, y)=r(xy)r(y) where r is a continuous rho-function on G corresponding
to n. If we take zx=F−1[h(x, · )] and use Theorem 3.3 on such measures,
we get
Corollary 4.1. If n is a G-quasi-invariant probability measure on G/G0r
and y=n p E0, there is a continuous function x ¥ GW zx ¥ZCgr (Gˆ/C, r)+
such that y p ax(a)=y(zxa) for all a ¥ Cgr (Gˆ/C, r).
Since G0r/C has a G
0
r-invariant probability measure and G/C is
compact, it follows that G/C has a G-invariant probability measure if and
only if G/G0r has one. And if so, it is unique. However, note that the com-
pactness of G/C does not imply the existence of a G-invariant probability
measure.
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Corollary 4.2. If G/C has a G-invariant probability measure, then
there is a unique normalised aG-invariant trace on C
g
r (Gˆ/C, r).
The regular representation of Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) is over L
2(G), but it seems
natural to also represent it over L2(G/C). This is obtained by using the
GNS representation obtained from y as in Corollary 4.1.
Lemma 4.3. G/C has a G-quasi-invariant probability measure n such that
n(gg f f)=n(g¯f) for f, g ¥ C1(G/C).
Proof. First we shall need the closed subgroup G2={r(t) KC | t ¥ Kˆ}−
of G. Exactly as in [LR2, Lemma 4.7] one proves that KC is a closed,
normal subgroup of G2, and G2/KC is a compact abelian group. If we now
take a G-quasi-invariant probability measure on G/G2 and Haar-measures
on G2/KC and K, then
F f dn=F
G/G2
F
G2/KC
F
K
f(xyk) dk dy dx
defines a G-quasi-invariant probability measure on G/C. So for f, g ¥
C1(G/C) we have
F
K
gg f f(xk) dk=F
K
C
s, t
gˆ(xkr(t), −s) fˆ(xkr(−s), t) dk
=C
t
gˆ(xr(t), t)fˆ(xr(t), t).
n(gg f f)=F
G/G2
F
G2/KC
C
t
gˆ(xyr(t), t) fˆ(xyr(t), t) dy dx
(yW yr(−t))
=F
G/G2
F
G2/KC
C
t
gˆ(xy, t) fˆ(xy, t) dy dx
=F
G/G2
F
G2/KC
F
K
g(xyk) f(xyk) dk dy dx
=n(g¯f).
Lemma 4.4. Let n be a G-quasi-invariant probability measure on G/C.
Then there is a function f ¥ Cc(G) such that for all f ¥ C1(G/C)
Om(f) f | fP=F
G/C
f dn.(4.1)
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Proof. Let r be a continuous rho-function as in [FD, Sect. III.13.2] or
[LR1, Sect. 2]. We may assume that r(xk)=r(x) for k ¥K. So for
f ¥ Cc(G)
F
G/C
F
C
f(xh) dh dn(x)=F
G
f(x) r(x) dx.
Since G/C is compact, there is a function f0 ¥ Cc(G) such that
F
C
f0(xh) dh=1 for all x ¥ G.(4.2)
K is compact and commutes with C, so we may assume that f0(xk)=f0(x)
for k ¥K. Now take f(x)=[f0(x−1) r(x−1) D(x−1)]1/2. Since P0f=f, we
get from [LR2, Proposition 1.3] that
Om(f) f | fP=OM(f) f | fP=F
G
f(x−1) f(x)2 dx
=F
G
f(x−1) f0(x−1) r(x−1) D(x−1) dx=F
G
f(x) f0(x) r(x) dx
=F
G/C
F
C
f(y) f0(yh) dh dn(y)=F
G/C
f(y) dn(y). L
These two lemmas show that Cgr (Gˆ/C, r)—which was defined over
L2(G)—also can be represented over L2(G/C, n). This is done as
follows: Define V: C1(G/C)W L2(G) by Vf=m(f) f. Then OVf | VgP=
Om(gg f f) f | fP=n(gg f f)=n(g¯f), so V extends to a partial isometry
from L2(G/C, n) into L2(G) with VgV=I. We also have
Vgm(f) Vg=Vgm(f) m(g) f=Vgm(f f g) f=VgVf f g=f f g.
Thus the GNS representation of Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) corresponding to y is really
over L2(G/C, n) and V sets up an equivalence with a sub-representation of
the regular representation m. It is faithful, since OVgaV1 | 1P=Oaf | fP=
y(a) and y is faithful. Thus we have shown:
Theorem 4.5. If n is a G-quasi-invariant probability measure on G/C as
in Lemma 4.3, then the GNS representation of Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) corresponding to
n is a faithful representation over L2(G/C, n) and equivalent to a sub-repre-
sentation of the regular representation m.
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5. THE HEISENBERG MANIFOLDS REVISITED
Let us go back to the Heisenberg manifolds in [R2]. We shall use our
description in [LR2, Sect. 3], so Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) 5 Dm, n in the terminology of
[LR2] and [A1–A3]. We only look at the case with c=1. We only state
the results and leave the computations to the reader.
If m, n ¥ Q one finds that K+r=qZ, where q is the smallest integer ] 0
with both 2mq and 2nq ¥ Z. h˜(t)=h(t)=(−1)4qmnt for t ¥ qZ, so K+r=K+0 .
For any g=(x, y, z) ¥ G define B(g)=e2piq(my− nx) and B(g) satisfies (2.3)
for g ¥ C. If e.g. m=n=12 , then q=1 and Kr={e}, but B is not trivial on
C, so Gr ] G0r. However, since B is defined on the whole group G, we have
Gr 5 G0r and G/Gr is homeomorphic to G/G0r.
On the other hand if m or n is irrational, then Kr=K0=K, so Gr=
G0r={r(2n) KC | n ¥ Z}− and is a normal subgroup of G with G/Gr 5
T2/T0 where T0 is the closed subgroup generated by (exp 4pim, exp 4pin).
So Theorem 3.3 is our version of [A3, Corollary 3.11].
Many of the structural results about Dm, n in [A1–A3] can be proved
using the present description. Let us briefly illustrate this by showing the
existence of projections á la Rieffel using only functions in C1(G/C). Let
f(x, y, z)=Fm(x) g(x, y, z)=Gm(x) z exp(−2pi[x] y)
h(x, y, z)=Fn(y) k(x, y, z)=Gn(y) z exp(−2pix([y]−y)),
where Fm and Gm are continuous functions satisfying a slightly modified
version of [R1, Theorem 1.1 (1–3)]. In particular we need Gm(0)=0 in
order to make g and k continuous. Computations as in [LR2, Proposition
3.6] show that p=f+g+gg and q=h+k+kg are projections in Dm, n with
y(p)=2m and y(q)=2n for any normalised trace y.
This is used in [A1, Theorem 1] to show that Z+2mZ+2nZ …K0(Dm, n).
To show equality Abadie proves in [A3] that Dm, n can be embedded in an
AF-algebra. This can also be done using only functions in C1(G/C). The
function
w(x, y, z)=z exp(−2pi[x] y)
is in L.(G/C), but is not continuous. Since w=wˆ( · , 1), the regular repre-
sentation in [LR2, Proposition 1.3] can still be used on w to get a unitary
operator W. The Cg-algebra B generated by Dm, n and W is invariant under
the automorphisms bt and we have bt(W)=tW for all t ¥ T. It is then
standard to show that B is in fact the crossed product of a norm-closed
subalgebra of L.(T2) with Z as in [A3, Theorem 2.3], and by classical
results by Pimsner in [P] it follows that B can be embedded in an AF-
algebra. Abadie uses this to determine the ordered K-theory of Dm, n and to
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describe when two such algebras are isomorphic: In most cases Dm, n 5 DmŒ, nŒ
if and only if (m, n) and (mŒ, nŒ) belong to the same orbit under the natural
action of GL(2,Z) on T2; see [AE2, Theorem 2.2] and [A3, Corollary
3.17].
Note that the functions above (except w) can be taken to be
C.-functions, so also the cyclic cohomology of Dm, n can be studied. It
should then be possible to extend the results for the Heisenberg manifolds
to the more general algebras Cgr (Gˆ/C, r) described here by finding func-
tions in C1(G/C, r) having the right properties. It is our belief that the
presentation of these algebras given in [LR1–LR2] and here will be useful
for such constructions. The noncommutative metrics studied by Rieffel and
Weaver in [R3] and [W] are examples of this.
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